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In this issue

Updates, Events + Announcements

Florida Alliance of Community Development Corporations Presents Middle Neighborhoods Session

On October 15, the Florida Alliance of CDCs presented a session to the national NACEDA Strengthening Resilient Communities Forum. The session was

titled Investing in Middle Neighborhoods: Building Social/Racial Equity through Housing. 

The session was moderated by Racquel Reddie, National Community Stabilization Trust's (NCST) Managing Director, Community Development. 

Panelists included Ernest Coney, CEO of CDC of Tampa, who spoke about Black middle neighborhoods in general and about two Black middle neighborhoods in

Tampa, using the new Middle Neighborhoods Mapping Tool to illustrate their location as he spoke about the pressures they face from rapid development and the

strategies CDC of Tampa employs to protect residents from displacement.  The photo above shows the Carver City neighborhood.

David Sanchez, Director of Research and Development at NCST presented an sneak peek of the new Middle Neighborhoods Mapping Tool to session participants,

and he and Marcia Nedland, Middle Neighborhoods Community of Practice organizer, described the CoP and invited participants to become members.

We love speaking about middle neighborhoods at events.  Let us know if you'd like to propose a session and do one with us, or organize something customized to

any group you pull together.



Most Black middle neighborhoods were formed

when Black homeownership surged in the 1960s

and 1970s, when some of the barriers to

homeownership for Black households were

removed. Research by Alan Mallach.

Data Viz Moment: The NEW Middle Neighborhoods Mapping Tool

Upcoming Webinars
UPDATING MIDDLE NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING STOCK TO APPEAL TO TODAY’S HOMEBUYERS: PART 1 Acquisition-Rehab-Resale Strategies

Wednesday, November 18, 2020 | Register Here

A key challenge for middle neighborhoods is that their housing stock is older and often lacks the features that today’s homebuyers prioritize.  Houses with only one

bath, kitchen and bathrooms that have not been recently updated, and lack of closet space are common in middle neighborhoods, and make properties especially



vulnerable to investor purchase. The other half of the challenge is that most middle neighborhood housing values are depressed just enough to create appraisal

gaps, thwarting a property owner willing to make important upgrades through a conventional home equity loan. 

Part One: Learn from practitioners who employ acquisition-rehab-resale strategies to provide home purchase options that are attractive to today’s homebuyers.

They will share how they determine what the most important home updates and improvements are, and how they are selling those homes through an in-house real

estate brokerage and through a network of private real estate agents.

Presenters:

Jay Perlmutter, Director of Single Family Development, The Atlanta Neighborhood Development Partnership, Atlanta.

Kerry Quaglia, CEO, Home HeadQuarters, Syracuse.

Webinar Recordings

CoP Reports + Action Items
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